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About This Game

Rollers of the Realm™ combines the frantic physics of classic arcade pinball with the character-driven adventure of fantasy role-
playing games. Bounce, spin, and battle through scenes of an epic storyline with a band of medieval misfits tasked with

reclaiming the world from dark and ancient magic. Winner of a "Best in Play" Award at GDC Play 2014, IndieCade finalist in
2013.

Key Features

A new spin on pinball: includes physics-based puzzles and combat with unique nudge and flipper mechanics.

10 hot-swappable player characters (represented by balls), each with a unique size, weight, and stats.

Unleash devastating special abilities: flaming swords, animal companions, hailstorms, bombs!

Upgrade stats and special abilities as your party levels up.

30+ Campaign levels to discover and replay. Fully-voiced storyline.

Combat focused: battle grunts, elites, bosses... and more.

Loot drops: gold, score and mana multipliers, power-ups, and treasure.
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Arena Mode: 5 challenging boards with Steam Leaderboard support.

Two difficulty modes: change the difficulty to Challenging or Casual on the fly!
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Title: Rollers of the Realm
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Phantom Compass
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 1.8GHz (or equivalent)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600 GT (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Evolution RTS is one of many RTS built on the Spring engine. It's also one of the more casual games in the bunch.
For me it is much less stressful than your average RTS. Battles are relatively quick, fun, and flashy. It may share some
similarities with other games in the TA vein, but it is not nearly as long winded as some can get.

It has some rough edges, yes, but give it time. It is very playable as is but with the amount of feedback it's getting (more than
ever before) it will be even better shortly. Forboding Angel (the main dev) is a dedicated individual and I'm sure he is loving the
chance to make a game you can also easily enjoy.

As a side note: If you're an RTS fan and this game didn't catch your fancy; Turn off the filter in the match lobby to check out
the other spring RTS games. One of them might be what you're looking for.
. Not the usual VN you would expect. Visuals are semi-interactable. Interesting story and characters so far. Looks like dev put a
lot of thoughts and effort into this game. Very well-made for a VN.

$14 is over priced though. Why can't NA store get the same listing price as CN store ;-;. i enjoy this game thoroughly. Except
the part where Xbox one controllers need you to go into big picture mode to work and even when you do that the game doesn't
show what buttons you need to press to do what and even if you learn you still have to press P on your keyboard to go into
special attack mode i think its kizuna rush or whatever but sometimes the controller bugs out and does work and thinks you're
pushing it forward so you have to use the keyboard but you have no idea what buttons to press so you just press them all and
accidentally close the game and have to start the entire level over again. Wait now this sounds like a negative review oops. Well
other then the controller problems i really love this game.. Its pretty good.. Looking at the images on the games page I wasn't
really sure what I was looking at. What it is is a metroidvania puzzle platformer with mechanics similar to Portal and The Talos
Principle. Most puzzle platformers have levels that you play one after another. This game is just one big puzzle that you go
through, like real metroidvania games, but instead of having simple mechanics like "the red gun opens red doors" you have
crazy tools like a portal that lets your get smaller or bigger, or another one that lets you go back in time, and then you have to
figure out what to do with them in order to open up new sections of the game.

The puzzles are really well designed, not too easy, not too difficult and the map is a good dimension for this type of game. There
are also shortcuts that open up as you progress and that let you teleport to the game's main area so you don't have to keep going
through the same difficult sections over and over as you run around between sections of the game.

If you like metroidvania plaformers and challenging puzzles, Gateways should be on your list.
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I absolutely LOVE this game. It's not a particularly great game - but I can't put it down. Great gameplay loop, always trying to
get further without dying to retain a higher multiplier for the next superbeam. minimalist, highly polished graphics and
simplistic enemy designs remind me of Atari 2600 shooters like Beamrider. Love it!.
\u0423\u0436\u0430\u0441\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u0433\u0435\u0439\u043c\u043f\u043b\u0435\u0439,
\u0443\u0436\u0430\u0441\u043d\u044b\u0439 \u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0444\u0435\u0439\u0441,
\u043a\u0443\u0447\u0430 \u0431\u0430\u0433\u043e\u0432! \u042d\u0442\u043e \u0434\u0430\u0436\u0435
\u043d\u0435 \u0430\u043b\u044c\u0444\u0430 \u0432\u0435\u0440\u0441\u0438\u044f! \u041a\u0430\u043a
\u044d\u0442\u043e \u0432\u043e\u043e\u0431\u0449\u0435 \u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e \u0431\u044b\u043b\u043e
\u0432\u044b\u043f\u0443\u0441\u0442\u0438\u0442\u044c \u0432
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0434\u043b\u0430\u0436\u0443?!. This is a vary good DLC. There are quite a few scenarios from
Bristol Templemeads, through the Severn tunnel and onto Cardiff via Newport. Thee scenery is vary nice and the gameplay is
vary smooth; I was getting from 25-60 fpm.

I enjoyed drving the green GWR Intercity 125.

I was 5 minutes late getting into Newport and was "fined" -1700 points in Career! Wow!

A great DLC that I recommend.. Very good spots game. A very beautiful game that handles its subject with sensitivity and
kindness. There is very little to say about this game, it is a game that should be experienced more than written about, but I will
say a few things.

The game has really beautiful music and a stunning environment. Your eyes and ears, during this game, will always be taking in
and enjoying every second. Not only are the aesthetics amazing, the story line is sad, but, in a way, sweet. There are many little
puzzles and the like to engage your mind, while the story engages your heart. The game is really cute, but it doesn't let itself be
held back by that cuteness, it allows itself to travel outside of comfort zones, and go somewhere that you didn't expect it to go.

The only issue I would have with this game is that one of the achievements is a bit difficult for me to get, needing me to play
through the entire game again, to collect everything. But even this issue is really a blessing, as it means I have an excuse to
replay this gem.. I DID SPEND A LOT OF TIME On chinese parents, and i really wanna marry the most beautiful girl in my
class. But, i failed seven times!! can you believe this???? Maybe i'm just a guy who will be spending his life forever alone.:).
Ignite is arcade racing game with outdated graphics, FPS are dropping as hell, it lacks 1440p support, it's relatively easy (but you
need to fight for your position quiet hard sometimes) and it's fun. Fun! What else do you need from a game for 10 \u20ac?
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